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Greater American Cameras: Makers—Machines—Mimesis
Marc M. Crumley

This richly illustrated book offers an overview of the history of cameras, with reprints of advertisements and images from the world's greatest camera makers. 42 Paper-over-Board 2021 224 pp. 26 illus. $24.50

Collecting Impression: Edward W. McIlhenny, Tiffany & Co.
Richa Menon

The only book ever written on the Tiffany financial tycoon and Tiffany's role in the history of impressionism, this book features new research and a foreword by Edward McIlhenny. 513 Paper-over-Board 2021 160 pp. $45.50

The Sea and the Maternity of Islamic Art
Alan F. Brough and Joëlle Berthelot

An international group of scholars and curators examines maternity’s role in Islamic art—past and present—from the 7th century to today. 503 Paper-over-Board 2021 260 pp. 8 illus. $50.00

 makers: Making Landscape in Post-war Britain
Wendy Shaw

This book examines the role of British landscape art, how landscape art is a lens to understanding the cultural landscape in the mid-20th century. 535 Paper-over-Board 2021 192 pp. 60 illus. $42.00

No Man Masterpieces: University of Utah Fine Arts
Lin Rabinoff

This lavishly illustrated book examines the history of the University of Utah Fine Arts, featuring interviews with artists about their development and impact on their and the university community. 42 Paper-over-Board 2021 220 pp. 3 illus. $24.50

Allons & Calzabiga Specters of Now
Mohamed White

An illustrated hand-curated exhibition by Mohamed White. 558 Paper-over-Board 2021 144 pp. 96 illus. $35.00

Dark Toys: Children and the Culture of Childhood
Sara McRae

This book considers the culture and politics of children’s toys, from the 1970s to today. 503 Paper-over-Board 2021 152 pp. 45 illus. $35.00

The Grand Design of the 1st Duke and Duchess of Northumberland
Adriano Aymonino

Celebrating two pioneering patrons who shaped the art and design of the 18th century, this book reconsiders a suite of magnificent works. 434 Paper-over-Board 2021 300 pp. 250 illus. $65.00

A Theology of Making
Christian Wiman

An exploration of creativity and the spiritual aspects of artmaking, this book is a thoughtful meditation on the power of art to illuminate our collective experience. 664 Hardcover 2021 352 pp. 175 illus. $50.00

County Declar: A History of the County of Durham
Robert Capron

This revised and updated volume in the distinguished series offers a new perspective on the county's history. 582 Hardcover 2021 456 pp. 47 illus. $85.00

The Ultimate Kiss
Kathleen M. Morris

Inspiration drawn from nature unites the works of the artists known as the New York School. 589 Hardcover 2021 964 pp. 125 color + 75 b/w illus. $45.00
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